Abstracts

In this first chapter we talk about in detail in the thesis are introduced. And even with the objectives of our thesis discussed in detail. So deeply in my thesis, but here we talk about the problem statement is placed soon. The study of Western Maharashtra medial college libraries, as the user is limited to the statement of the problem was very important. And research is based on purpose. All right, thirteen degrees from colleges of the librarians were returned filled questionnaires. Study population in order to get to the questionnaire, the researcher again and follow up with students and teachers of the time. College libraries by working professionals and college students and teachers to visit and a series of after repeated requests, the researcher obtained from questionnaires to students and teachers of the population. It is a difficult task for navigation, especially from the students as well as faculty to collect data was too large. Analysis of the responses used to calculate the percentages of users of this thesis are discussed in chapter.

The second chapter reviews the literature for our research work have been studied. Each scholar must study the related subjects. And citation of any research paper thesis is very important as well. For the scholar thesis studied more than 100 subject-related literature reviews. Reviews are the different types of user satisfaction for the total conclusion of services. Information resources for users, we have concluded that helped. Then we review the literature and the small matter of common problems found. Behaours much information was accepted and the user equipment. Satisfaction in helping students develops an interest in the world, because the mother has a significant participation of non-disabled. The study materials in print and online will certainly help them to develop their interest in self-study, which should be easily available to users.

The third chapter is by learning about what we are studying? Education, learning styles, meaning of education these are important. Then we teaching them self-definition, types, kinds of talk and higher education system are important. Medical education as a doctor every person from birth to death is a major part of our lives. So the different kinds of modern medical education painless surgery 'Ayurvedas' time started from the ancient time. So we medical education, medical education needs, the purpose of medical education are discussed. The growth of medical colleges in India better than the peak point of the government medical colleges is increasing. Government colleges are not good as well as private college. Status of the things we have seen in the above table. Then we discuss the history of Maharashtra are Maharashtra geographical position, a short
history of Maharashtra, western Maharashtra, Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj and other great leaders and reformers sections. In this way, we deeply into my thesis end with Chapter III.

The fourth chapter we deeply into my thesis are to study different thing. User, including their meanings and types of user habits. Then we have our educational system, medical user, as well as their importance in the history of the library and information centre. And the library discussion, debate is about the modern age of technology. The main aim of this library for our students, as well as user satisfaction is the best reading material at a low cost for the user to provide the best reading material? Ranganathans Library of Science we are discussing about the law. The rules of the user, library, librarian and user satisfaction is very important. Also good materials are for the reader to choose how to talk about ethics? So the librarian played an important role in user satisfaction. And my thesis was reading skills as well as users discuss their habits. After reading mean? And satisfaction, customer satisfaction, behavior, and the behavior of the user are deeply discussed in my thesis.

The fifth chapter we interpret s Medical College libraries, information was collected. After each and every question was analysised by me with the help of guide. Then we were introduced to analyze the question. And finally, we are determined to research findings. The findings are discussed in my thesis is clear. In all of these questions are presented by the researcher.

The Sixth chapter we discussed is some major and important conclusions are detail given in the thesis. Now I was given in the briefly in the followings:

In this last chapter we are ready determined research findings. We know that no library is island. And the term satisfaction is psychological process; then we can’t calculate in the form of mathematics. Because of we are collected data from various college library users. We are collected data on the spot. So we collected 715 questionnaires from different types of users. And also collected were 13 questionnaires from college librarian. Then we analyzed data with the help of guide and finally determined conclusions of study.

Some major and important conclusions are detail given in the thesis. Now I was given in the briefly in the followings:

1. Users are satisfied with helped of computer for reading as well as searching notes. No of computer is not sufficient in concern Libraries.
2. The users are satisfied of the library had operated using of computer and information technology.
3. An average user of library were satisfied with computerisation, Internet searching and entertainment services.
4. A very few users are used the on-line catalogue (OPAC) to access the library collection for searching reading materials.
5. Every user is satisfied about college website as well as email facility of Internet.
6. The users are satisfied towards the e-journals and e-books were the most accessed electronic resources in the college libraries.
7. A majority of the users are satisfied accessed the electronic resources with the purpose to for research work as well as reference.
8. Every user is dissatisfied to allotment of operated computers in library.
9. Almost researcher users are not satisfied about library timing for internet searching because of slow speed of Internet.
10. The users are satisfied about computeralised as well as bar coded circulation system of books.
11. Mostly users are satisfied about library furniture as well as environment and ventilation of fresh air. And average users are satisfied seating arrangement in library of college.
12. The habit studying of every user was very different so they are want separate study arrangement. So some users are dissatisfied.
13. An average of users satisfied about retrieval of books as well as journal and every type of reference service in library.
14. All users are very satisfied about the facilities of T.V., L.C.D., and all types of audio – visual facilities in college library.
15. All users are very dissatisfied the services of printing, photocopying as well as scanning facilities in libraries.
16. Pin drop silence is essential in the time study of user.
17. Self study is important in academic learning.
18. Most of user’s studding at the time of night.
19. Separate Reading room is essential for discussion of users in Academic libraries.
20. In Library there is need of helping & Co-operative Staffs’
21. Almost users are dissatisfied about the total no. of CDs, DVDs in concerned libraries.

22. Almost users are not using SMS service in medical college’s libraries.

Some suggestions are given followings:-

1. The duration of opening and closing of the library should be increased.

2. There should be huge storage of new information and reading sources like CDs and DVDs.

3. Books, journals, research journals and abstracted journals should be brought in.

4. Libraries should be kept open in the days of reaming duration and excluding national holidays.

5. Indexing and classifying systems should be used for the use of books and journals.

6. Furniture, devices in the library should be done as per the standards of library.

7. The ambience of the library should be favorable for reading.

8. There should be suitable thesis with the aim of reading sources, their arrangement and safety.

9. The facility of computer is necessary in whole users of the library as well as increased quantity.

10. Increased library staff for better services as well as management.

11. Decreased library dues as well as fine and rate of photocoping charge in concerned libraries.

In this way we are completed our research wok for Ph.D. We are determined some major conclusions as well as findings and some suggestions recommended by medical user of Western Maharashtra College libraries. Finally we are given some research topics for future study of medical library users, they are followings:

1. Study of women medical library users

2. Study Internet and digital library users

3. Study of medical teaching faculty users

4. Study of usages of SMS and What Ups and medical users